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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
Length ___ ___ I meter ________ __________ m foot (or mile) ____ __ ___ ft. (or mi.) 
Time ________ t second ___ ___ __ __ ______ s second (or hour) _____ __ sec. (or hr.) 
Force __ ______ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb. 
Power ___ __ 
-
P horsepower (metric) _____ 
----------
horsepower ___ ________ hp. 
Speed ___ ____ V {kilometers per hour ______ k.p.h. miles per hOuf. ___ ____ m.p.h. meters per second ___ ____ m .p.s. feet per second __ ______ f.p.s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 
m js2 or 32.1740 ft.jsec. 2 
liV 
:Mass=-g 
Moment of inertia=mk2 . (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
v, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg_m-4_s2 at 
15° O. and 760 mm; or 0.002378 lb.-ft.-4 sec. 2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb./cu. ft. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Ohord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure=~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL=:S 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= :!s 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODi=~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient OD'P=~S 
Oross-wind force, absolute coefficient Oc= q~ 
Q, 
[2, 
Vl 
p -' 
JL 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g-l for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p.n. normal pressure at 15° 0., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s., the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 
Oenter-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, inb.nite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zer~ 
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
R, Resultant force 
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REPORT No. 602 
WIND-TUNNEL AND FLIGHT TESTS OF SLOT-LIP AILERONS 
By JOlilcl'll A. 11 WI' .\I. 
SUMMARY 
The lot-lip aileron del'eloped by the N . • 1. C . • l. con-
·ist oj (£ flap -type spoilu with an adjoin ing continuously 
open lot. The ailerons were developed 'in an investiga-
tion oj the delayed Tespon e, or lag, oj spoiler-type lateml 
contTols. Tests oj these slot-lip aileTons were made on 
wing models in the 7- by 10100t wind tunnel, on a Fair-
child 22 airplane in the jull-scale wind tunnel and in 
flight, and on the Weicle lFl - A airplane inflight. 
The tests howed that, although the lot-lip ailerons did 
not have the lag normally associated with plain spoilers, 
they were 1'ather slow in developing the jull amount oj 
rolling moment and thetefore impal·ted a slug.gish motion 
to the roll oj the airplane. The tests in the jull- cale 
tunnel showed that the drag due to the open slot was 
excessive, but later tests in the 7- by 101 oot tunnel revealed 
that this dmg could be omewhat Teduced by mod1fying thl> 
slot shape. 
In spite oj theiT disadvantages, the N. A. C. 1. lot-
lip aileTons exhibited ceTtain chamctetistics that CLTe 
desimble jor airplane in which safety and ~mplicity of 
opemtion aTe consideTed oj greate7' importance than high 
perjormance and a g7'eat deg7'ee oj maneuverability. The 
slot-lip aile7'ons pe7'mit the use oj a jull-span flap; the 
lot may extend the angle-oj-attack mnge with tability 
in roll; and the mtios oj yawing moment to rolling moment 
aTe such as to be particularly satisjactory jor the two-
contTol operation oj an airplane. 
INTRODUCTIO 
Since the high wing loading of many modern air-
planes have nece itateu the use of landing Haps to 
reduce the landing speed, considerable intere tho. been 
displayed in lateral-control devices with which a flap 
covering the entire wing span can be used. The poiler 
type of control, located near the midchord, permits the 
free use of the trailing edge of the wing for full-span 
flaps. Wind-tunnel tests (reference 1) of wing model 
indicated that spoilers had desirable control charac-
teristics, but flight tests (reference 2) revealed con-
siderable lag between the control movement and the 
beginning of the wing motion in the de ired direction. 
The slot-lip aileron, , hich consists of a spoiler with an 
A.djoining ontinuousl open slot, ha, been d lop d 
liming the atielUpL Lo find a con.tro l device vith the 
desirable characteristics of the poiler and without its 
undesirable lag. 
This hlg, 0)' t llf' delay of the response motion of the 
airplane after a control movement, with variou spoil-
el'S and poiler-aileron combination, was measured in 
the flight te ts of reference 2. It wa noticed that the 
pilots failed to detect any lag Ie tban 0.10 second. 
Thi value, in econd, eem to be an upper limit to 
the lag and is of particular intere t. In the interpre-
tation of model te t. and the application of the re ult 
to airplanes, it seems that the lag hould be expressed 
as the distance in wing chord lengths traveled by the 
nirplane after the con trol is moved. With the lag ex-
pre ed in this nondimensional form, the lag in second 
may be comlmted for a particular aU'plan and speed 
nnd compared with the 0.10- econd limit, al though this 
time limit may depend upon the reaction of the pilot 
and may vary with different pilot . 
Another characteristic possessed by lateral-control 
devices is that of "luO'gishne ." The control may 
cause the wing to move in the de ired direction imme-
diately, but the moment produced by the control may 
not reach its maximum until the wing has traveled a 
considerable distance. As are ul t, the airplane motion 
will appear rather luggish. It eems that all control 
devices are sluggi h to a cOl·tain extent because the 
change in lift is not effected immediately. In the 
pre ent report, luO'gislmes is defined as the di tance in 
chords traveled by the airplane from the time the con-
trol is deflected lmtil the maximum moment i produced . 
At the start of the investigation the upper allowable 
limit of luggishness was not known but the tests have 
indicated that the co ntrol was satisfactory if the 
maximllm moment was produced before the tested 
aU'plane traveled foUl' chord length. This value is 
by no means fixed a it may be masked by uch factor 
as the moment of inertia of the airplane and the 
indu'ect rolling moment induced by yawing motion. 
The complete wind-tumlel and flight tests that have 
been made by the N. A. C. A. to determine the practi-
cability of slot-lip ailerons are reported herein. The 
investigation wa divided into the following phases: _ 
1. An investigation in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel 
of the lag charactf'l'istic of spoil ers and Lot-lip ailerons. 
(See reference 3.) 
2. The measmem nL in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel 
of the lateral-con~l'ol ilnd ticabilit charactel'isti s of a 
wing model equipped with lot-lip aileron 111 several 
chordwise locations. 
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3. The determination of the effect of slot-lip aileron 
on the lift and drag of 11 model wing and of all airplane. 
4. A study in th 7- by IO-foot wind Lunne! of the 
Ex i t 
Elastic c ord; 
~ 
'- J En t'ronce 
,~'I<. cone 
s'h-
F IGURE J .-Diagram of the lag set·up in t he 7· by lO·foot tunnel. 
effect of various slot shapes on the 'wing section drag 
with a large-chord wing. 
5. Flight test of an airplane equipped with lot-lip 
ailerons. 
6. An analy is of the wind-tunnel and flight results 
to obtain a quantitative comparison of the re ponse 
characteristics of slot-lip and ordinary ailcron . 
LAG INVESTIGATIO 
The lag investigation was conducted in the open-jet 
7- by 10-foot wind tunnel (reference 4). A Clark Y-15 
wing of 4-foot chord and 8-foot span was hinged at one 
end to the ide of the tunnel as hown in figure 1. T he 
set-up thus simulated a 16-foot wing with one of the 
tunnel vertical boundaric as an imaginary plane of 
symmetry. The wing was restrained in roll by long 
elastic cord but was free to move to a new position of 
equilibrium when a moment wa applied by a con trol 
device located at the free wing tip. A continuous record 
of the control motion and the wing motion was obtained 
by a recording in trument developed for £light tests. 
The tests consi ted of deflecting the aileron various 
amounts and recording the wing motion. The tunnel 
was operated at an air speed of 0 miles per hoUl' for 0° 
angle of attack and at 40 mile per hour for 15° angle 
of attack. The corre ponding wing lift coefficient 
were approximately 0.25 and 1.00. 
RET RACTA BLE S P OILE RS 
The retractable poiler consisted of curved platc 
that slid in and out of the wing a indicated in figur 2. 
The spoiler chord and location are giv n as fractions 
of the wing chord Cw. The spoilers v ere of 0.10cw 
chord and were tested sLlccessi ely at diA·crenL locations 
between 0.15cw and o. 3c.. . Reference 2 ha 1 revcaled 
that a retractable spoiler located 0.15c .. had con icler-
able lag and reference 5, that a retractable spoiler 
located o. 3c .. wa satisfactory. The tests reported 
in referencc 6 indicated thaL thp 0 .30c,n locntion bould 
give the optimum rolling find . 11' ing momen ts. ) I 
was con iderecl advisa,ble, therefore, to illYestiga lr t hr 
variation of lag with poiler location for the ell tire 
chord,vi e range. Some of the result are plotted in 
figure 2. 
The re nIts from somc typical lag record are plotted 
in figure 3. It will be noticed that the retractable 
spoiler at O.lSc w caused thc wing to roll iuitially in the 
wrong direction before roiling in the de ired diJ:ection. 
Included in the same figme for compari on is a re pon e 
cmve obtained with a flat plate attached to the trailing 
edo-e of the wing and deflected as an aileron; this curve 
is taken a repre entative of ordinary aileron action. 
The considerable difference in the re pon e of the wing 
to these two devices is quite eviden t. 
The 1'e uIts of figme 2 having indicated sati factory 
re pon e time with a poiler at O. 3cw, test were made 
to determine the effect of a split flap on the poiler 
response. The curves of figme 4 show the time 
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with a combination of two retractable spoilers. 
repre entative time history i o-iven in figure 5. The 
addition of the O. 3cw poiler counteracted the lag of 
Hinge , ox is " 
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~'IGUnE 7.- Diagram or the slot-lip ai lerons tested in the lag investigation . 
It \Va believed thtLt a lot adjoining the spoiler 
would relieve the low pre sure existing behind the 
spoiler when it is fir t defl ected. Lag measurements 
were made of everal widths of lot behind a retractable 
spoiler located near 0.30c,.. A shown in figure 6, a 
slot with an upper gap of about 0.035cw r educed the 
lag from abou t 8 chord lengths to less than 1 chord 
length travel. The lower opening of the slot was later 
reduced to about 0.06cw and to the hape shown by the 
dashed line without altering the re pon e cbaracter-
istics. 
SLOT-LIP AILERO 
Although the retractable spoilers with a slot would 
probably give sati factory control, the device appears 
structmally unde irable . A simpler arrangement con-
'isting of fI slot with the upper portion, or lip, hinged for 
control wa given more consideration. This hinged lip 
was designated a "slot-lip aileron." T ests were made 
of variou combination of izes for the upper and lower 
slot openings and with the aileron hinge-axis located 
.' c ·'" ~ I I t r I I 
o .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 
2.0 
Ji'U 'L HE 8. Tilllo lJisturies of Will I!: motioll with slot-lip ailerolls ill uuious foro-Hlld -
art lor"lions. 1'ho i- hy 10-root tunnel; CL, 1.0; air speed, 10 nl. p. h. 
O.lOc ro , 0.30Cw, ancl 0.55c,. back from the leading edge. 
The slot izes required to obtain an immediate respon e 
followino- control movement were determined for each 
location find the results are shown in figure 7. The 
pal'tieulnl' shape llsed wa similar to that of a pre-
viously developed low-dl'ao- slot. (ee reference 7. ) 
The chord, Ca, of the slot-lip aileron was O.lOcro . 
The wing motions obtained with the final slots for 
each location of the slot-lip ailerons are compared with 
the aileron curve in figure 8. The curve show imme-
diate respon e in all cases although the final motion 
builds up differently in each ca e. 
The effect of the slot is clearly shown in figure 9 by 
the time historie of the wing motion. With the slot 
closed at the bottom, the wing moved in the wrong 
direction a before \vith a lao- of about 0.5 second. With 
the upper slot opening sealed so that there was no slot 
with the aileron neutral but a considerable opening 
with tbe aileron deflected, the lag wa reduced to about 
0.3 second but was still l1l1 atisfactorily large. 
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WI D-T NEL A D FLIGHT T]£ST Oli' SLOT-LIP AILERONS 5 
With the final lot-lip ailerons showing atisfactory 
lag character.istic , the hinge moment were measured. 
Some modification of the aileron and slot was nece sary 
to obtain a curve of binge momeDt ao-ainst dellection 
which howed that the arrangement was not oYer-
balanced at the tart of control movement. The 
arrangement te ted are reported in more detail in 
reference 3. The final hinge-moment curve are given 
in fig LU'e 10 at lift coefficient of 0.25 and l.0_ The 
hinge-moment te ts were made with the wing used in 
the lag te t and at an air speed of 50 mil s per hour. 
The hinge moments are given in the form of absolute 
coeffi cients 0'1 based on the aileron chord Ca and area 
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ROLLING- A D YAWl G-MOME T TESTS 
The lao- investigation of lo t-lip aileron indicated 
the po ibilitie of their providing improyecl lateral 
control. A wing that had been used in the inve ti-
gation reported in reference was fltted with slot-lip 
n.ileron and the rolling and yawing moment produced 
by these ailerons were measured , The eiIect of the 
lo t-lip aileron on lateral control, on lateral stability, 
and on lift and drag was determined with and witbou t 
a split flap. 
APPARATUS AND TESTS 
Flnl1H .. : !I.- Timo histories of wing JIlotion with slot-Jip ai leroJls at. 0.30('.." ~ howillJ.:' 
ol fed of the slu[. 'l'ho 7· by In-fout tunnel ; Of .. ],0; air spued. JO 111. I). h . 
The model \Va mounted on the 5-component bal-
ance of tbe open-thToat 7- by 10-foot tunnel. (ee 
reference 4.) The three force and the three moment 
component can be read independently and simulta-
n.eou sly in the form of coefficients for a standard-size 
model. The fm'ce-test tripod may he replaced by a 
' pecial m Oll [1 t illg tlHl,t permits tllC model Lo rotat<' 
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about the longitudinal wind axis passing through the 
midspan quarter-chord point. This apparatus i 
mounted on the balance and the rolling-moment 
coefficients are read directly during forced rotation test. 
The model used in this part of the inve tigation was 
the one with large rounded tips used for the tests re-
ported in reference A Olark Y wine- ection was 
maintained throughout the pan with no washout. 
The basic chord of the wing was 10.66 inches, the span 
wa 60 inches, and the aspect ratio 6.0. A diagram of 
/5.00"-- - 4 .50!!... 
: ~:~~~f~~~~~ ! (C), (d)L- --i---__ -' 
I--· ---~---+-----
(a) Slot-lip aileron at 0.10 C~. 
(b) Slot-lip aileron at 0.30 Cw· 
1<-- -5 .50"- - -(;1]°" 
L i~ 
\.--==5.34" ,.~~ 
0.50" \ 
(c) Slot-lip ai leron at 0.55 Cwo 
\ 
\ 
,/.00" 
r---5.50'-' --1 V" 
L~~ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
(d) Slot·lip aileron at 0.55 C~ with special slot. 
FIGURE ll.-Diagram or the Clark Y wing with slot-lip ailerons tested in the 7- by 
lo-root tunnel. 
the wing f!howing the ailerons an 1 flap tested is given 
in figure 11. The split flap consisted of a sheet-steel 
strip f!crewed to the wing at an angle of 60°. The 
lot-lip ailerons were formed of brass with their upper 
surface conforming to the upper contour of the wing. 
The slot sizes and shapes were determined from the 
lag inve t igation. The modification to the slots 
hown by dashed lines were found nece sary during 
the tests an i were made wi th wooden trip screwed 
to the wing. The lot hape hown a (d) wa de igned 
to reduce the drag of the lot by having the slot formed 
between two airfoil- hape section . 
The standard te t procedure wa followed at a 
dynamic pressure of 16.37 pound per square foot 
correspon ling to an air peed of 0 nrues per hour at 
tandard den ity. The Reynold umber of the 
te ts wa 609,000, ba ed on the average wing chord of 
10 inches. 
The lift, the drag, and the pitching moment were 
measured with the aileron neutral; the rolling and the 
yawing moments were mea ured with the aileron de-
flected various amolmt. Tests were repeated with 
the split flap deflected 60°. Some of the tests were 
repeated with the wing yawed to determine the control 
characteristic while sideslipping. Rotation tests were 
made with the aileron neutral when located in all 
positions along the wine- chord to determine the effect 
of the slots on damping in roll. Rotation te ts were 
then made with the ailerons deflected ,vhen located 
O.lOc,. from the leading edge to determine the effect of 
the deflected control on the damping. 
nEsULTs 
The results are given in figUTe 12 to 1. The co-
efficient are obtained directly from the balance and 
refer to the wind (or tunnel) axe. The result as given 
have not been corrected for tunnel effect. 
The results of the rotation test are given in the form 
f d . Hi . dC/b' d f o a amplllg coe Cleu( (p'b) 0 tmu rOIU Hil II Vl'r-
d 211 
age of the re ult of rotation tests in both directions 
p'b 0 h ' . ul at a rate of 211= .05, were p I S the ang al' velocity 
in roll and 11 is the air speed. 
Ailerons neutral.-The CUTves of lift and drag with 
flap and ailerons neutral are given in figure 12 (a) and 
with flap deflected 60° in figure 12 (b). The shape of 
the lift CUTve with flap neutral i somewhat affected 
by the lots. The forward slot locations are more 
effective than the rearward locations in delaying the 
stall over the adjacent portion of the wing pan. Thi 
fact i revealed more clearly by the curves of damping 
in roll in the same figUTes , which how that damping 
i maintained to a bie-her angle of attack with the for-
ward slots than with the rearward lot . The drag due 
to the lot-lip ailerons will later be cliscu sed in more 
detail in connection with te t made at a lare-er value 
of the Reynolds Number. 
The effect of the lots on the manner in which the 
wing LalJ ed was tudied by air-fiow sur e.vs with fl fin<:' 
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silk thread attached to a thin sting. The effectiveness 
of the forwardly located slots is clearly shown in figme 
13. The slot-lip ailerons wen~ located in three different 
positions with the flap neutral and deflected 60°, and 
the wing was at an angle of attack of 22° (about 6° past 
I I I 
.6 J ,I 1 I I .1. 1-I--I-l-f-+=<-=+o;r-lA-I-I 
d r', . I I I Aileron ~/o_Cra_tlt-0-tn-+-+-l--f-7!ir;;.R""-r: j!-,'~ :J!' H--j ,-, .4~o -- None T 
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figul'e 11 (d). In this case the lot was formed between 
two airfoil- hape sections, an arrangement that, it 
was believed, would result in reduced drag. A com-
parison of the relative control effectiveness of till s 
aileron and of the modified slot-lip dileron of figure 11 (c) 
.8''-1 ,,-r,-,,-,.-.-,,-,,-,,-,-..-, 
.6 i I }Ie~o~ ;O~Of~on'-I-+-II-\-+-t-t-+A.-f-+-1 
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li' IOU HE 12.- Effect of slot.-lip ailerons on lift, drag, aDd rat.e of cbango or ro ll iug·momouL coolliciollt. with rate of rotation d;:~. Ailerons neutral; i- by lo-root t.unuel. 
clzv 
maximum lift ). The stalled area of the wing is hOWD 
by the shaded areas. 
Effect of slot shape on control.- The lots fir t II ed 
with the slot-lip aileron in tbe prescllt test were 
' imilar to the 011es llsed in tbc lag investigation but 
were later modified a shown by the dashed line in 
figure 11. The rolling- and yawing-moment coefficients 
obtained with the original and modified slots with the 
slot-lip ailerons located at 0.10 , 0.30, and 0.55cw {rom 
the leading edo'e arc given in figure 18(a) wit li tJIC 
right aileron deflected up 40° and the left aileron de-
rl ected dOWll 12°, £lap 0°. The r lling moment with 
the modified lo t were superior to those with the original 
lot in most ca es. Consequently , complete data have 
heen given only for th e tests wi th the modifled lots. 
The effect of a more dra stic change in lot sha,pe was 
determined from tests of the slot-lip aileron shown in 
Flap 0 · 
Aileron 
location 
0.10 
.30 
.55 
Flop 60 · 
F IGU RE 13.-Efl'ect of slot-lip ailerons on air flow above the stall . (Shaded area is 
stalled.) Ailerons neutral ; a , 22°, 
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may be made from figure 16(a) and 17(a). Although 
the aileron with the special lot gave higher rolling 
moments above 20° deflection, the variation of till 
moment with aileron deflection was not uniform. 
With the flap deflected, the difference between the two 
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the effect of the lot on the rolling- and yawing-moment 
coefficients. The ailerons as spoilers were deflected 
upward 60° in all cases and were located at 0.10, 0.30, 
ftnd 0.55cw. With the slo ts open the rolling moments 
are apprecia bly higher below the stall but are definitely 
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fIGURE l7.-Rolling- and yawing-moment coefficionts due to slot-lip ailerons At O .55c~ with specia l slot. 
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FIOURE 18.-F.ffect of slot-lip aileron location on rolling- and yawing-moment coefficients,li. up 40· , down 12°. 
sl.o t shape::; wa::; even greater , a rna. be seen by com-
paring figure 16 (b) and 17(b). 
Comparison of slot-lip ailerons and spoilers,- A 
direct compari on between lot-lip ailerons and plain 
poilers was made by testing the lot-lip ailerons in cer-
tain conditions with the slot both open and completely 
sealed . The results are given in figure 19 and show 
lower above the ::;tall. The yawing-moment coeffi -
cients are lower with the slot open. 
Effect of slot-lip aileron defi ection,-For a satisfac-
tory control device it is desirable that the curve of roll-
ing moment against control deflection have no discon-
tinuities. Owing to the importance of this requirement, 
the results of all the slot-lip ailerons tested in this part 
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of the inve tigation havc been plotted again t aileron 
deflection in fLgures l4 to ] 7. With the slot-l ip ailerons 
at the O.lOcw location,LilC rolling momcnLs are reI!;\,-
tively low at 10° ailcron dcflection, pal'tieu iarly with 
the flap deflected. With the ailerons at either O.30cw 
or O.55cw , however, the moments vary uniformly with 
aileron deflection except with the flap de:f\.ected and the 
aileron at 0.55c,. . With the special slot, the rolling 
moments are low at 10° and 20° de:f\.ection but rise to 
rather high values beyond 30° de:f\.ection. In mo t of 
the ca es given, thc rolling moments with t11e slot-lip 
aileron deflected dowTI.,vard fire opposite in ign to t he 
moments with the ailcrons deflected upward. This 
characteristic allow the u e of a differential aileron 
linkage with some control obtained from the down-
wardly de:f\.ected aileron. 
o 8 16 24 32 40 
Ani;;le oT affael .. , d, deq. 
FIG URE 19.- Effect of slot-lip aileron location on rolling- and yawin?-momont 
coeffi cients, ~ (I up 60°; nap, 0° . 
Effect of flap deflection.-With the split flap de-
:f\.ected 60°, the rolling moments produced by the slot-
lip ailerons were con iderably higher at a given angle of 
attack than with the flap neutral. Rolling- and yawinO'-
moment coefficient are given in figure 1 (b) for the 
slot-lip ailerons located at the three locations testeu 
with aileron deflection of 40° up, l2° dowTI., with the 
split flap deflected 60°. Large rolling moments werc 
given by the aileron at the O.lOc,. location at angles of 
attack near the stall, but these moment rapidly dimin -
i h as the angle of attack is reduced. 
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F IGURE 20.- Variation of roJliug- and yawing-moment coefficients with lift coefficient for slot-lip ailerons in various locations, 6. up 40°, down 12°. 
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.A. more conclu ive comparison of the moments ob-
tained with and without a flap may be made from fig-
ure 20 with On' and 0/ plotted again t OL' With the 
flap deflected 60° the rolling moments reached zero at 
higher valu s of lift coefficient than with the flap re-
tracted. These values of lift coefficient at which the 
rolling-moment coefficients vanish are given in figure 21 
for variou aileron deflections. This characteristic lim-
its the forward location of the ailerons because it i 
necessary to have control maintained to the highest 
speed at which the airplane will be flown with the flap 
deflected. If the corresponding lift coefficient i 0. 5, 
the lot-lip aileron cannot be located farther forward 
than 0.30cw and still give control. 
Effeet of deflected ailerons on damping in roll,-
With a wing rotating about the longitudinal axis, the 
downgoing wing is at a higber angle of attack than the 
('enter of the wmg. If the curve of aileron rolling 
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I" "' UHE 21.-1.ifi coefficients a i which rolling-moment coeffi cient vanishes " hon fl ap 
is deflected 60°. 
momen t against angle of attack has a positive slope, 
the rolling moments obtained with the wing rotating 
ShOllld be higher than those mea Lll'ed in static test . 
Tbi increa e in rolling efl'ectlvene s may be e)"rpressed 
as a l'edu('tion in damping in roll. The redu ction in 
clamping was checked by rotation tests made with slot-
lip ailerons at 0.10cw, deflected 40 0 up, 10 0 down, and 
with the split flap both neutral and deflected. The 
measured values and an approximate curve for the 
value for the intermediate locations have been included 
in fio'ure 22. 
Choice of slot-lip aileron location,- In the eli cu ion 
of slot-lip aileron locatioll, it has been hown that the 
rolling moments are highe t at angles of attack near 
the stall with the forward location . 'With the aileron 
in this location, ('ontrol is not ava ilable at high ,'pecci 
wi th tl, flap deflected. ('on tro l under these condition 
is only pos ible wiLh the location at least as far from the 
h'ading- edge as 0.30cM • Anothrl" interesting- con, idcra-
1~ );j8-:~7-:l 
tion is the yawino. moment accompanying the rolling 
moment. With ordinary ailerons the induced yawing 
moment contributes practically the entire yawing mo-
ment and the coefficient On, i obtained from 
On,= 0.20 OLO/ 
for a rectangular wing of aspect ratio 6 with equal up-
and-clown aileron deflection. (See reference g.) In 
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figure 23 are plotted the ratios of yawing moments to 
rolling moments for the lot-lip ailerons in the three 
te ted positions. Included in the same figure is the 
tbeoretical ratio 1'01' equal up-and-down deflection of 
ordinary ailerons. It will be seen that the slot-lip 
i\'ilero ns prod uccd !1. large profile yawing moment of the 
sn.me , ig-n ;l~ the rolling momen t, which wa.s l'(>du('ed hy 
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Ll le induced yawing moment until, at high lift coeffi-
CIents with the flap clown, the yawing moment was 
negative or adverse with the slot-lip aileron in the rear-
lVard location . It appear from reference 10 that, for 
two-eontrol operation oJ an airplane, an aileron giving 
roJling moments accompanied by yawing moments of 
the same igl1 (favorable) and about one-fifth the magni-
tud e eems to be the most de ira.ble, although the rate 
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of application of the control and the airplane character-
istics influence the desirable ratio. With the slot-lip 
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aileron at 0.30c"" the ratio of On' /0/ varies from about 
0.05 at maximum lift with the flap deflected to about 
0.40 at high speed, flaps neutral. With the aileron in 
the 0.55c", location, the ratio becomes negative at the 
landing condition, whereas at the O.lOc", location the 
ratio becomes excessively large at high peed. Oonsider-
ation of lateral stability dictates a forward location; the 
lo,"ve t drao- is obtained with the rearward location. 
The 0.30c", location would seem to be the most desirable 
for a slot-lip aileron used as the sole means of lateral 
control, except for the effect of the slots on the drag of 
the wing . 
LIFT AND DRAG EFFECTS DUE TO SLOT-LIP AILERONS 
The effect of slot-lip ailerons on the lift and the drag 
i of particular importance for hio-h-performance air-
planes. Previous te ts have shown that at low angle 
of attack practically all slots reduce the lift and increase 
the drag. It has also been shown that a given size of 
slot has less drag when located rearward on the wing 
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FIG URE ~6.-Sca le effect ou increment of drag due to 0.50 bl2 slot·lip Hilerons. 
than when located forward. In the pre ent investiga-
tion the slots were made as narrow as possible without 
causing lag. Because the effect of the slots on the drag 
wa large, considerable attention was given to its mea -
urement and to mean for reducing it. The effect of 
the slots on the drag was determined with lot-lip 
ailerons on a small-scale wing model in the 7- by 10-
foot twmel and on an actual airplane in the full- cale 
twmel. The airplane was equipped with slot-lip aile-
rons in two locations, one (0.20cw ) selected for it control 
and stability characteristics and the other (0.45cw) 
selected for its smaller effect on lift and drag. 
TESTS I THE 7· BY IO·FOOT TUN ' EL 
The tests of the small model in the 7- by 10-foot 
twmel mentioned in the last section are interesting 
because they indicate certain trends. It would, how-
ever, be misleading to attempt to predict the perform-
ance of an airplane from the low-scale tests. The 
values of increments of drag due to the slot-lip ailerons 
have been computocl for the slot-lip ailerons in the 
three location to ted from polar cm'ves plotted from 
WIND-TUNNEL A D FLIGHT TESTS OF SLOT-LIP AILERONS 13 
the data given in figures 12 (a) and 12 (b) and from 
additional check tests. The average values of flOD 
are given in figure 24,25, and 26 and are compared with 
yalues from other tests at large values of the R eynolds 
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FIGURE 27.-.liaireui ld 22 airplane with slot-lip ailerons. Tbe N. A. C . • ~. U12 wing 
section. 
umbel', The Reynolds umbers gi\Ten are the 
effective Reynolds umbel' determined for each tunnel 
from reference 11. The effect of slot-lip aileron 
location on the slope of the lift curye dOd da and on 
maximum lift are shown in figure 24 and compared 
with values from tests in the full-scale tunnel. Be-
cause of the different te t aspect ratios and different 
Reynolds umbers, the actual values do not agree but 
ehe reductions in the values due to the slots are com-
parable. The values at the 1.00cw location are taken 
from the ca e with no slot or aileron. 
TESTS IN THE FULL-SCALE TUNNEL 
In order to determine the practicability of slot-lip 
ailerons from actual flight tests and to determine their 
drag at large scale, test were made of a Fairchild 22 
airplane equipped with a wing modified to permit the 
installation of slot-lip ailerons with their hinge axes 
at either 0.20 or 0.45cw positions. The F- 22 airplane 
is a two-place, externally braced, parasol-type mono-
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FIGURE 28.-Slot-lip aileron deflections for Fairchild 22 airplane. 
plane. A three-view drawing of the airplane as tested 
in flight is shown in figure 27(a). Section drawings 
of the wing showing the slot-lip ailerons in the two 
positions on the N. A. C. A. 2412 wing used are shown 
in figure 27(b) and (c). The allowable aileron mo-
tions are shown in figure 28 for both positions. In the 
tests in the full-scale tunnel the wing was mounted on 
a lightly drll'erent fuselage for convenience. 
The airplane with the horizontal tail surfaces and 
propeller removed was mounted on the balance in tlJC 
full-scale tunnel as sho wll by fi.gure 29. A description 
of the wind tunnel and bahmces is given in reference 12. 
The ailerons were locked in their neu tl'al position and 
lift, drag, and pitching moments were measured with 
t.he slot-lip ailerons first in the 0.20cw location, then in 
Lhe 0.45cw location, and fina.lly without the slot-lip 
fl.ileron . When tbe lot wa not in llse, the opening 
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were covered with metal plates shaped to conform to 
the wing profile. A photograph (fig. 30) sho\\-s the 
FIGURE 20.- The Fairchild 22 airplane with slot-lip ailerons mounted lor test in the 
lull-scale tunnel. 
}' IGURE 30.-Yiew of the }'airchild 22 airplane wing showing details of slot. 
wing with the Rlot open in Lhe 0.45c,o po, ition and 
wit,h the rront po, i.Li.on lo /; (' overrcl by a metfll pla.te. 
The tests were made with the flap both neutral and 
leflected and covered a range of angles of attack from 
- 0 to 24 0 at a tunllel air peed of about 56 mile per 
hour. S ale-effect tests to determine the minimum 
drag were made over a speed range from 30 to 120 
miles per hour with the flap neutral. 
All the 1'e ult have been corrected for tare and wind-
tunnel effects. The lift, th e drag, and the pitcbillg-
moment coefficients are plotted in figure 31 against 
angle of attack. The effect of the slot-lip ailerons 
on the lift clearly shown: The maximum lift and 
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FlGulm 3J.-Lift, drag, and pitching-moment coelficients 01 the Fairchild 22 airplane 
with slot-lip ailerons. The full-scale tunnel; air speed, 56 m. p. h.; propeller and 
hori zontal tai l surfaces removed; angle of wing setting, 4.4°. 
Lh e slope of Lhe lift curve are redu ced , but the sttl,U is 
somewhat delayed, as in the wing model test. 1'll (, 
pi tching-moment coefficien ts are only lightly affected 
by the slot-lip aileron . The effect of the flap on the 
pitching moments is not, ('oncIll . ivc since th e horizont,al 
I 
i 
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tail urince was no t in plnce and the additional dOWJ1-
wash at fi given Il ngle of fittfick with th e flfiP deflec ted 
woulcl, no dOllh L, l'r riu ce the difference heLween the 
/'esult with f1<l.p neut ral il,nd flup deflected. 
The effect of the slot -lip n,ilerons on drag is clearly 
hown in fi O'ure 32, whieh i a plot of dnlD' incremenL 
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tho rull-scale tunnel. Air speed, 56 m . p . b. 
tJ. OD again t lift coefficient for the slot-lip ailerons in 
the two locations. With the particular shape of lo t 
used the drag increment iner ases appreciably with lift 
coefficient. The efJ'ect of air speed on th e drag co-
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efficient is shown in figure 33 Ca) for milllln um drag 
and in figure 33 (b) for drag at a lift coefficient of 0.2. 
The effect of air speed or effective Reynolds umbel' 
on the drag increm ent is shown in fig u.l'e 26. The calc 
effect i much great er at high lift coefficient than at the 
minimum drag attitude_ The points of figure 26 taken 
from interpolated re ult of mall- cale t ests agree 
fairly well with the large-scale tests. Figure 25 , how-
ever, hows poor agreement between large- cale and 
mall-scale tests at lift coefficients above 0.2_ 
The effect of the lot-lip ailerons a tested in the 
Cull-sca.le twmel on the Fairchild 22 airplane i more 
clearly shown by computing the e timated prriormancc 
of the airplane_ The following table O'ives the estimated 
power-on performance characteristics based on the 
twmel results. 
ESTIMATE D PERFORMA CE OF F- 22 AIRPLA E WITH 
SLOT- LIP AILE RO S IN TWO LOCATION 
Slot 
location 
V m , . (m. p . h.) V m . , M~~~~;n 
Of = 0° climb 
Of = 0° Of = 56° (m. p . h .) (rt. /m in.) 
O. 2Oc~___________ 53. 0 
O.45c"'___________ 52.91 
No sloL ________ 5J. 37 
43. 75 
44.12 
42. 75 
122.6 
125. 0 
120. 4 
SLOT-D R AG INVESTI GATION 
025. 0 
675. 0 
772. 5 
Maximum 
angle or 
climb (deg.) 
4. 7 
5.7 
6.3 
An investiga tion of the drag of lot u ed with slot-lip 
ailerons was conducted in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel. 
A wing of I . A. O. A. 23012 ection with a. chord of 
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FIGU l"~ 33.-Scale e rrect on drag coefficients of Fairchild 22 airplane wltb slot-lip ailerons tested in the full-scale tunnel. 
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4 feet and a span of feet was mounted on the regulal' 
balance between end pIa,ne that spanned the jet ver-
tically a,s shown in flgure 34. With an airspeed of 80 
miles per hour, the effective R eynold s Number wa higb 
enough to overlap the Reynolds Number of the te t 
I'Tn URE 34 .-The N. A. C. A. 23012 wing oC 4-Coot chord and a-Coot span wi th slots at 
O.".'ic . mounted beLween end planes in the 7- by 10-Coot tunnel. 
in the full-scale tunnel. The full-span slots were iLll 
located about 0.55c,.. 
T est were mad e of tbe wing with no slots, with 
slot-lip ailerons of the type previously tested, and with 
several modifications. The lift, the drag, and the pitch-
ing-moment coefficients were obtained at an air speed of 
o miles pel' hour for all slots and at air speeds of 20, 
40, and 60 miles pel' hour for certain conditions. 
The 1'e ults of the plain-wing te ts at 0 mile per 
hour corrected for tUllllel effects are plotted in figure 35. 
The values of the drag coefficient were corrected for 
tare and for static-pressure gradient by the usual 
methods and for deflection of the tunnel air stream by 
the following equation from reference 13 : 
where clh is the ratio of the wing chord to the height 
of the jet. With the correction applied, the profile 
drag of the plain wing agree with values obtained in 
the variable-den ity t unn el at the same effective Rey-
nold umbel'. The n,ccuracy of the equation in cor-
recting for the iL iJ'-stl'eam deflection depends Oll the 
naLure of the spillage of air from the open te t section 
f th LunneL In the 7- by 10-foot tunnel t.he exit 
('.One i. of the same si7.e 11,S the entrance COll e and part. 
of the defl ec ted ail' ;;Lream ttL high lift coefti iell t Hows 
below the ex-it cone. In uch a conclition th e theoretical 
correction do not hold . The theoretical correction for 
angle of attack wa in ufficient to correct the results 
to infinite aspect ratio, so an arbitrary correction wa 
iLpplied to give a lift-curve slope of dOrJdao of 0.101. 
The pitching-momen t coefficien L at zero lift Cmo agreed 
with the 1'e ults from tests in the variiLble-density tUIl-
nel, but the aerodynamic-cen tel' location was slightly 
ahead of the location found in the varia ble-density 
tunnel although it agreed with previous te ts in the 
7- by 10-foo t tunnel of the ame airfoil ection. The 
error due to tunnel effects are eliminated by presenting 
the re ults of the tests with variou s slot mainly in 
term of variation from the plain-wing tests. 
The type of slot used with the previously tested slo t-
lip ailerons was te ted firs t for comparison . (See fig. 
11(c).) The increments of drag obtained have been 
ploLted in figures 25 ann 26 for comparison with the 
previou. tests. The increment as given are one-half 
the measured increment for comparison with the other 
one-half span slots. It will be een (fig. 26) that the 
increments agree with the previous tests in the 7- by 
lO-foot tunnel at low value of the Reynolds umber 
at values of the lift coefficient of 0 and 0.2. There 
appears to be a large favorable scale effect for the slot 
location tested as compared with the tests of the more 
forward locations in the full-scale tunnel. A direc t 
comparison is given in figure 25 of the drag increment 
from partial-span slot. Differences in the low-scale 
tests, which agree at zero lift but do not agr ee at other 
lifts, are partly due to the additional induced drag 
accompanying the distorted span load distribution of 
the lift. In addition, the scale effect at high lift coeffi-
cients differs from that at low lift coefficients. For this 
reason, the low-scale tests are of little value in predict-
ing the drag at high lift coefficients. 
The result of the present tests are given in table I , 
which hows: A diagram of each lot tested; increments 
F'IGURE 35.-Aeroel ynamic characteristics oC tbe 4- by a-Coot wiug oC N . A. C. A. 
23012 section mounted between end planes in tbe 7- by IO-Coot tunnel. Effect.ive 
Reynolds Number, 4,090,000; aerodYMmic-cenl er location: ahead of quarter-chorel 
point O.030e ,Il , ahovp chord 0.0 4c'h 
of profile drag at OL = O, 0.2, OA , !tnu 0.5 ; slope or t.h e 
lift, (j lll 've dOL/dao; shift of t he angle of aLtaek of 7.e1'O 
Lift, LlaL, ; pitching-moment coefficien t ttL zero lift, 
0",, ; and the approximate aerodynamic-center location 
in the fraction of Cw from the quarter-chord point of the 
wing. The values in the table are from the tests at 
80 miles per hour. Only a few arrnngements will be 
di cus ed . 
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The original slot 1 gave a rather low increment of 
drag (~OD=0.0013 ) at zero lift but gave a high incre-
ment (t.OlJ = 0.0052) at OL=0.5. With the urface 
in the rear of the slot reduced in thicknes to allow 
smoother air flow, a in slot 5, the drag coefficient at 
OL=0.5 increased to 0.00 4 without appreciably affect-
ing the drag at OL= O. The rounding of the slot en-
trance 0 as to offer Ie resistance to the air, as in slot 
11, reduced the drag coefficient at OL= 0.5 to 0.0034 but 
increased that at OL = O to 0.003. It seemed, there-
fore, that the sharp-edge entry wa desirable for high-
peed conditions and further attempts were made to 
reduce the drag at OL = 0.5. ince the blunt shape of 
slot 1 gave less drag than the pointed shape of lot 4, 
lot 12 and 15 were tested, in which the lower opening 
wa variable in size and the rear face was extremely 
bhmt. Then the lot was filled in, as in 16, and the 
mall opening ahead of the slot-lip aileron was sealed, 
a in lot 18; the drag increments were reduced to 0.0033, 
which is a substantial reduction from the original value 
of 0.0052 at OL = 0.5. If the slot ize can be reduced as 
in slot 21, the drag coefficient is reduced to 0.002 . 
With the slot sealed on the bottom, a in slot 14, the 
drag increment wa only 0.0011; and when ealed onJy 
at the top, as in slot 20, the I rag incremen t wa only 
0.000. vVith either surface sealed, however , the lateral 
control obtained with the slot-lip aileron wa no longer 
satisfactory because of lag. It therefore seem that, 
although an appreciable reduction in drag due to the 
original form of the lot-lip aileron is obtainable, the 
drag increments would till be con idel'ed exce ive for 
high-performance airplanes. 
FLIG H T TEST.' 
.'t£ter the wind-Lulltlel t.esLR had indicated LhaL thc 
slot-li p ailerons should give sati '[actory late ra l control, 
iL sermed de irahle to obtain flight te t or th device. 
The pilot ' reaction. to thc aileron control as well as 
in trument records of the airplane motion p roduced by 
the ailerons were obtained. The airplane a tested in 
£light with the lot-lip ailerons defl ected in the 0.45cw 
location i shown in fiO'ure 36. Four conditions were 
investigated: 
The hinge axi 10caLed at 0.20cw, Jiap neuLral. 
T he hinge axis located at 0.20c,", £lap deflected. 
The hinge axis locat d at 0.45cw, flap deflected. 
The hinge axis located at 0.45cw , {lap neutral. 
MET HODS 
The flight te ts consisted of three phases. Fir t, the I 
angular velocity in roll and yaw and the control po i-
tion were recorded Oll hiO'h-speed film during a maneu-
ver in which the ailerons were fully deflected to deter-
mine the re ponse. econd, omewhat lower records 
werr ohtail1(\cl with the controls fl l11y deflected lit cl if-
ferent airspeed. Third, the control obtained with 
partial aileron detlection at a given ail' peed wa 
determined. In additioll, the force req llired to deflect 
the ailerons under different cOllclition was measured. 
Graphical differentiation of the angular-velocity records 
gave the angular acceleration produced. 
RES LTS 
Time hi to rie howi.ng t be re ponse of the airplane 
to the moment prod uced by th e slot-lip ailero ns in t ile 
0.20cw 10 ation are given in figure 37(0.) witl] the flap 
both neutral and deflected. It will be een that the 
wing start to roll in the desi red direction imm diately 
but i decidedly slow in attfl ining maximum angular 
acceleration. Similar l' corel wi th the aileron in the 
0.45cw location are hown 111 figure 37(b). With the 
tlilerons in th e rearward location , the maxinmm flccel-
eration i 3 ttained DOner than \>vith them in the forward 
location . 
Th e effect of aileron deflection on ungulaI' velocity 
lt ll d accelern tion in roll and in yaw is shown in u?:IIl'e 3 
FIG U"E 3G.- The F aircbil<l 22 airplane with slot-lip ailerons as tested in Bight. 
For ati factory operation the motions prod ucrd by 
cont.rol deflection Sh01ll d no l drp,lrt, exceRsivel.v fl'O lll 11 
linear variation w:it,h deH,ct.ioJl . Wit ll the. fiap lleut.ral 
this characteristic is o btai.ll ed, but with t.he I-la.p de-
f! ted the control lIl ay he l.oo w ak ror low aileron 
deft ctio11s. 
Th variation oC control rl l'eC'tiveness wi.Lh ai.r peed 
is shown in figl1l' 39. Normally, the angular velocity 
alld acceleration decrea e with ail' peed but, with the 
lot-lip aileron in the forward location with the flap 
deflected, the velocity find acceleration decrease with 
an increase of air pecci. In fact, this ch,nacteristic 
eellls to be one thaL li mi ts the forward locatio n of thr 
slot-lip aileron . 'I'll - slot-lip aileron hould be so locnted 
as to give good control up to the hiO'hest speed floWJl 
with flap down. Reference to figure 21 will how the 
lift coefficient a t which con trol vani he for various 
aileron deflections and location a determined from the 
wind-t u nnel test . 
Th e tick forces req ui red for maximum cle8ectioll of 
the lot-lip ll ilerons arc giv 11 ill th following table. 
T he pilots con idered all the force rather heavy and 
the force of 19. pound excessive with the flap de-
(J ectecl f\,nd t,hr fl il eroni 11 th e forwfl.r cl loell t,ion. 
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}' IGUlIE 3i .-'l'ime history of a irplano motion witb slot-lip ailerons on tbe Fairchild 22 ai rplane. 
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FIGUlIE 38.-Variation of maximum rolling angular velocity and acceleration witb ai leron deflection for slot-lip ailerons On the Fairchild 22 airplane. 
Aileron 
location F lap condi tion 
O.20e
w
________ culraL ____ __________ __ 
O.20e
w 
____ ____ _____ do ____ ____________ __ 
O.20e
w
____ ____ Deflected ____________ __ 
O.20e
w 
_____________ do ________________ __ 
0.45e w____ ____ NeutraL ____________ __ __ 0.45e
w 
________ _____ do ________________ __ 
0.45ew__ ____ __ Deflected ______________ _ 
0.45e w ________ _____ do _________________ _ 
Air speed 
(ft .! ee.) 
88 
J32 
71 
10 
79 
131 
64 
3 
Stick force 
(lb .) 
.4 
10.8 
14. 5 
J9. 
6.4 
12.0 
.3 
. 8 
The pilot reported that the control action was weak 
for all flight conditions with the lot-lip ailerons and 
that the sluggi hness was definitely objectionable for 
both locations, although less so at the rearward loca-
tion. With the flaps deflected, the sluggishnes wa 
wor e than with them neutral. The actual magnitude 
of the sluggishne s for the different conditions ha been 
computed and is discu sed in the next section. 
------------------------------------~ 
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ANALYSI OF RESULTS 
LAG A D LUGGISHNESS 
In the present analysi of wind-tunnel and flight 
test in which dynamic lift is produced, an attempt ha 
been made to determine the luggi hness produced by 
certain control devices. In the ca e of slot-lip aileron 
it is conceivable that the luggishnes might be greater 
than with ordinary ailerons becau e the vortices shed 
from the lot-lip ailerons located at midchord act on the 
wing for a longer time. In addition, the wing travels a 
greater distance before the final flow pattern, involving 
eparation over certain region ,i e tablished. 
.3.0 
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(a) Slot·lip aileron a t O.20c w• 
Lo, the applied rolling moment. 
pLp , the damping moment that depend on Lhe 
angular velocity in roll, p. 
and </>L"" the restraining moment du e to the elas tic 
cord that depends on the angular deflection </> . The 
coefficient Lp and L q, contain I x , the moment of 
inertia abou t the ari of ro tation, 0 that Lo i expre ed 
as acceleration. The variations with time of the 
angular deflection </> and of the control deflection oa 
were simultaneously r ecorded on the ame film. The 
value of the angular velocity p were determined by 
graphical differentiation of the </> curves and the angular 
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(b) Slot·lip aileron at 0.45c w• 
F,GURE 39.-Variation of maximum rolling angular velocity and acceleration with air speed (or slot·lip ailerons on the Faircbild 22 airplane. 
Wind-tunnel tests.- In the wind-tunnel te ts of the 
lag investigation a half-span wing was re trained in roll 
by an elastic cord but was free to roll to a new position 
of equilibrium after a rolling moment was applied by 
certain control device. ( ee :li0'. 1.) The equation of 
motion of the wing thus restrained and acted upon may 
be expre sed by 
( I ) 
where d7) /rlt is th rolling angul!1l' nccrkrati on . 
acceleration dp/dt were determined by graphical 
differentiation of the p curves. The analysi consisted 
of determining values of Lo from the determined values 
of </>, p, and dp/dt by equation (1) and co'mparing the 
value with tho e expected from the particular aileron 
deflections. A typical CUl've of oa and of </> again t 
time i shown in figUl'e 40 with the computed va1ue of 
p nno dp/dt foJ' the wing motion due to a lot-lip nil eron 
located 0.30c", hom the leading edge. 
The value of Lo mputed for Lhe Cil c hown in 
fi gure 40 !1ncl the component part. of the moment nrc 
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'hown in figurc 41. The tatic moment, L, curve ha 
been included as a function of control deflection, a -
uming the maximum tatic moment equal to the 
20 
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FIGURE 40.- '1'irne history of motion of wing with slot-lip ailerons at 0.30c~. 'rhe 7-
by lO-foot tunnel. 
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FII1UIl>; 42.- Ratios of efTecth' e moment to static moment for \'arious slot-lip ailerons 
in the 7- hy IO-foot t unnel. 
ma:-.imum valu of Lo. Dividing Lo by thc static 
moment at any instant givcs a mcasure of the sluggish-
n ss_ Because th sluggishness v3rie dire tly as th 
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I<IG UHE t3.-Analysis of ai leron control with slot-lip aileron at 0. 1 5c~. 
0.827; air speed, 98 .5 ft.{sec.; flight test. 
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wing chord and inversely as the ail' peed, the value 
of time have been converted to the nondimensional 
form of di tance traveled in terms of chord lengths by 
multiplying by Fie . The sluggi hne in terms of 
LolL wa computed for slot-lip ailerons in several 
locations and for an attached aileron as hown in 
figure 42. 
Flight tests.-The method used in analyzing the 
flight tests was e entially the same as the one used 'with 
the wind-tunnel te ts. Flight records of simultaneo u 
values of rolling and :vawino- angular velocities and of 
the control deflection were obtained. The angular 
acceleration were graphically determined and, from 
computed values of the resistance coefficients or deriva-
tives, the moment acting on the airplane at each instant 
was derived. The derivatives Lp, L" L fJ, N p, N" and 
NfJ of the equations of motion 
~f = Lo+17Lj,+rLT+ {3L fJ (rolling) (2) 
: = No + p.i.Vp + r T+ f3NfJ (yawing) (3) 
were letcrmined for the particular ca es as in reference 
14, considering t he effect on the derivatives of tbe 
::;]oL-lip ailerons and of the flap. The derivatives con-
tain the propel' values of Ix and Iz so tha t Lo and No 
are e)..'":pressed as accelerations. 
The values of d17 /dt and drldt were determined by 
o-raphical differentiation of the curves of 17 and 1'. 
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FlGURE 44.-Comparison oC flight and tunnel measurements oCsluggishne of slot·lip 
ailerons. 
The values of the angle of sideslip f3 were determined 
by summing the outward sideslip due to centrifugal 
force and the inward sideslip due to the banked attitude. 
With positive 1', t he outward acceleration due to centrif-
ugal force is 
fntegrflting, 
dv -~= Vor dt 
The inward acceleration is 
dv . dt = g sm cf> = gcf> 
where cf> i the angle of bank. Integrating, 
v=gJ cf>dt 
or 
(~}=~ Jcf>dt 
Then the angle of side lip i 
f3= ( ;)0 +( ;}=- Jl'dt+ ¥T Jcf>dt 
The values of J rdt and J cf>dt were determined by graph-
ical integration. 
The value of Lo and No weI' determined from equa-
tions (2) and (3). The interrelation of the various 
1.2 
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1" ,(; "f; 1!i.-CoII'parison of flight and tunnel measurements oC sluggishness oC 
ordinaryaileroDs. 
compollents for a typical case of a slot-lip aileroll OIl 
the F- 22 airplane i hown in figure 43, All the value 
are given in terms of acceleration. The value of L 
and N are given in proportion to the aileron deflection 
with maximum value equal to the maximum values 
of Lo and No. A mea me of the sluggishness wa taken 
as the ratio of LolL and NoIN. The outlined procedure 
was followed in analyzing the flight records for the 
cn. e listed in the following table for the F- 22 airplane. 
l' CID 
(fL./sec.) (ft.) AilerOIl Location 
1------ -----1--- --------
Slol·/ip .. __ ......... O.2Oe ... _ ..... . 
Do ............ 0.2Oe ........ .. 
Do ..... __ . ___ ._ 0.45e ._ .. _ .... . 
Do ....... . __ ... O.45e •. __ .... . 
Narrow,ordinary ___ '1', E . ______ _ 
Do .... _._. _ ....... do ... _ ..... 
\Vide, ordinary __ __ _ _ do ______ _ _ 
o O. 5 
56 1.15 
o . 3 
56 1.14 
o 1.00 
56 1. 75 
U I. 10 
97.5 
4.0 
98.5 
4.0 
87.0 
66.5 
95.0 
5.5 
5.5 
5.5 
5. 5 
5.5 
.5.5 
4.5 
The ratios of LolL have been cletermined for each 
tabulated ca e and are plotted in figures 44 and 45. 
For comparison, the corresponding value found by 
in tel'polation from the wind- tunnel tests have been 
included in the same figure . The wind-tunn I tests, 
however, were made only with the flap neutral. 
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DlSCUSSIO ' 
With the ordinary ailerons (fig. 45) the full tatic 
rolling moment was reached, for the average case, 
after the airplane had traveled about 4 chord length. 
In the case of the wide-chord ailerons with the flap 
down, the full moment was not produced until about 
7 chord lengths had been traveled; with the narrow 
aileron, flap nell tral, Llb tantially instantaneous re-
FIGURE 46.-The WI- A airplane wi th slot-lip ailerons and slotted liaps. 
ponse was obtained. The accuracy of the method 
used in d termining the sluggishness depends largely 
upon the accuracy with which the flight records of 
aileron motion and airplane motion can be synchro-
nized. The difference bet\ een the two extremes and 
the average of between 3 and 4 chord lengths right 
easily be attributed to errors in interpreting the flight 
records. As the response to all the ordinary aileron 
tested was atisfactory to the pilots, it follows that any 
device which gives a moment that is uniformly pro-
duced and with the maximum in about 4 chord lengths 
distance i sati factory on this airplane. The wmd-
Lunnel test of the ordinaT)T fj,ilel'on "ll owecl ~refl,tel' 
sluggishne ' than did the flight te ts. 
With th 'lot-lip ailerons aL 0,20c,. locaLioll (fig. 44) 
the rolling moment is built up in it nomwiform manner, 
Lhe maximum being reached in about 10 chord length . 
With the flap deflected, the moment actually lag for 
6 chord lengths, the roiling motion of the airplane heing 
indirectly produced by the positive yawing moment 
due to th e ailerons. The wind-tunnel test gave a more 
uniform curve but with the maximum reached at 12 
chord lengths. The luggishness of these ailerons is 
considered excessive for the F-22 airplane. With the 
slot-lip ailerons at 0.45cw, the moments built up uni-
formly to a maximum in chord lengths with flap 
0° and in 14 chord lengths with flap deflected. The 
tunnel test showed a maximum in about 10 chord 
lengths with flap neutral. As in the case of the ordinary 
ailerons, the wind-tunnel te ts showed greater luggish-
ne s than the flight tests . The sluggishne in ilight 
with the slot-lip aileron, flap neutral, wa not appreci-
ably greater than that with the wide-chord ordinary 
aileron, flap deflected. 
'rhe ya'wing moment , a ' showll in figme 45 , reacll 
their maAwum rairly rapidl in an ca es and may he 
con iclered practically instuntaneolls. 
I The results of this analysis agree qualitatively with 
the pilot' reports of the action of the slot-lip ailerons 
on the F - 22 airplane. The pilots reported that the 
slot-lip ailerons in either location were more sluggi h 
than ordinary aileron and were worse with flap de-
flected than with flap neutrftl. The 0.45c .. location 
wa, however, better than the O.20cw location. In 
addition to being sluggish, the aileron action was 
reported to be very weak. In an effort to find an 
explanation of this weak action, the moments deter-
mined in the analysis have been converted to coeffi-
cient form and are given in the following table with 
corresponding coefficients obtained by interpolation 
from the wind-tunnel force tests. 
Flap de-
'runnel F ligh t flection 
---Aileron 
location 0/ Ii. 0(1 for 00 (or Ci Cn' C,' Cn' Ci Cn' (deg.) (deg.) (deg.) (deg.) 
-- - - ---- --- ---
O . 20c ~ __ _ 0 0. 0475 0. 0105 - 40 0.0388 0.0084 - 33 -3 t O.20c
w 
__ _ 56 .0310 . 0085 -40 .0199 . 0082 -29 - 39 0,45c
w 
___ 0 . 0410 .0050 -40 .0239 .0032 -25 - 32 
0,45c~ __ _ 56 .0385 .0050 -40 .0219 .0033 -3 t -32 
The coefficients in flight are seen to be considerably 
lower than the "wind-tunnel values. One reasonable 
explanation of this difference is that the ailerons in 
flight may not have been deflected the indicated 
40° because of structural flexure. In the last two 
columns are O'iven the necessary aileron deflections 
corresponding to the moments produced. The effective 
deflection was only about 32°. 
Another determination of the sluggishness of slot-lip 
ailerons has been made po ible by recent tests of the 
Wl- airplane Ina.de by the r. A. C. A. for th e Bureo,lI 
of Air Oommerce. The Wl- A uirpluue (fi g. 46 ) hm; 
lot-lip ailerons locateu 0.30c w' (See fig. 47 .) Witl l 
the stable three-wheellaudillg gcar, the large dihedral 
angle of the wing , and the slot-lip aileron so located a 
67Y."-------------------~ 
'~1' 1<-6%.':i 
I /~9°J~~eron 
L~r"~",::nop 
J l 3 2 .. -~t~ -- 19 "-- 4;' 3 0 u " "'>/ 4 ~ ~ 
, 
FIG ORE 47.-Section of t he WI- A airplane wing showing details of slot-lip aileron 
and slotted Oap. 
to give a good ratio of yawing moment to roiling 
moment, it was believed that the airplane could 
be flown satisfactorily with adequate directional as 
I 
well as lateral control by means of the slot-lip 
ailerons alone. The pilots reported that a O'ood 
degree of control wns oh ta in('d with the slot-lip 
\ 
ailerons \ j th nei thel' lag- J10l' sluggislmess .ill thei I' 
a tion . Succe ' ful flight::; were IH ter made \ ith Lbe 
rudder locked neutrnl, lefLving only the slot-lip aileron 
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for hoth directional and Ii! ter lJ ) CO)) Ll'Ol. The eon trol was 
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FraUHE 'is.-'rillle history of 'VI- A airplane lTlotion due io SIOL-lip ailerons. 
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l' 1(:U"~ 'W.-.\lIalysis of f1il(hllCsl of Wl·A airplnne wilh slol·lip ai lerolls al O.;)Oc • . 
equally good with the slotted flap deflected for landing. 
Inil much as the e Te ults seemed to b in disagree-
ment wit h the resllltR or the tests of the' F -22 ai.rpltwe', 
detaHed record of the n.irpln.ne motion following I\, 
deflection of the slot-lip ailerons were made a,nd are 
given in fig ure 4. An analysis of the motions has been 
made using estimated resistance derivatives and 
moments of inertia for the WI- A airplane. The 
results of the analysis are given in .figure 49. It will 
be readily seen that an appreciable part of the rolling 
angular velocity was indirectly obtained from the 
large favorable yawing moment, as evidenced by the 
large values of {3L {3' As in the previous analysis of 
the F- 22 tests, the values of LolL and NolN were com-
puted and are given in figure 50 with the flap both 
neutral and deflected. Comparison with figme 44 
shows that the curve for LolL with the flap neutral 
lies between the cm ves from the F-22 tests of slot-lip 
ailerons located at 0.20cw and 0.45c... It therefore 
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FIGURE 5O.-Sluggishness of slot·lip ailerons on WI- A airplane. 
seems that the apparent discrepa,ncy between the 
results of the F-22 tests and the W I- A tests is explained 
by the large dihedral of the WI- A, which indirectly 
contributed a large propor tion of the roll. 
With the special slotted flap of the WI- A deflected 
22W , the sluggishness was appreciably less than that 
for the F- 22 with the split flap deflected 56°. In fact, 
with the WI-A airplane, the sluggi hness was slightly 
less with the flap deflected than with it retracted. It 
seems, therefore, that the sluggishness may be critica.lly 
affected by the par ticular type of flap used. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. F or airplanes similar to the ones te ted, the lag 
with ingle retractable poilers or aileron varies witLI 
the position along the 'wing hord from i! negligible 
valu Dear the trailing edge to nearly 1 second for a 
posit ion neal' the lel\,c!ing dge . nless the de iee is 
located withi n 20 percen t of t be wing cl1Ol'd from the 
trailing edge, the lag will be objectionably large (more 
than 0.10 second), 
2. With a proper combination of spoiler and slot, 
such as the . A. C. A. slot-lip aileron, the lag with 
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spoiler at any location ma.y be redllced to :1 negligible 
alue n,lthough tbe sluggi bne s may be excessive. 
This luggi hne may be jn t be order of 4 chord 
lengLh <'Ii Lance Lra eled by tb n,ixplllllP for orcLnary 
ailerons located at the trailing edge and n,bout 12 chord 
lengths for slot-lip aileron located near the leading 
edge of the wing. 
3. The added au:phme drag 'with slo t-lip ailerons is 
considered excessive for high-performance aU'planes, 
being in the order of 10 percent of the wing drag at high 
speed and about 35 percent of the wing profile drag 
jn the climbing attitude. 
4. One advantage of the slots as used for the slot-
lip ailerons lies in the extension of the usable angle-of-
attack range of an au'plane by delaying the stall of the 
outer portions of the wing and thus maint~ining damp-
ing in roll. Thi effect becomes of small importance 
when the slot is located farther back than 50 percent 
of the wing chord. 
5. For au'planes in which increased safety and sim-
plicity of control is of more importance than high peed, 
biO"h rate of climb, and high maneuverability, the slot-
lip ailerons located between 30 and 40 percent of the 
wing chord might be desirable, particularly when 11 eel 
on an au'plane havinO" considerable dihedral. 
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERO AUTICAL LABORATORY, 
ATIO AL ADVISORY OOMMITTEE FOR AERO AUTICS, 
LA TGLEY FIELD, VA., June 11, 1937. 
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TABLE I 
, UMMARY OF DRAG T VR, T1CATIO OF VARIO ' LOT ' I A 4- BY -FOOT . A. C. A. 2301 2 WTN , T THE 7-
HY 10-FOOT WI D T EL 
lAir speetl, 80 m . p. h ·1 
dGD for D= 
Slot designation 
0.2 004 0.5 
d I. 
liao 
a. c. I 
1-------------------------- ----------------------------------------1-------·1------
r-
C 
=====-
--2 1 ~-
--C ~ ~= 
--C 4 
i--- -C 5 7e:=:==-
I--- -
i--- C 6 7e:=:==-_ 
C 7 7 c::::=::::=-
I--- -
f--C 8 ]~_ 
f--C 9 7~_ 
C 10 7e:=:==-f-- -CJL7~ i--- -
i---C 12 l::-~_ 
C 13 J~c:=::= f-- -
I---C 14 rc:== _ 
f--C 15 r:.--c::=::::::=. _ 
f--C 16 ~c:::::= _ 
I---C 17 :r~_ 
I---C 18 s.-c=:::=:= _ 
C 1 B ~ c=:::=:= f-- -C 20 '\ c=:::=-f-- -C 21 3e==-
o o o o 0. 101 -0. 007 O. 030 
.0013 .0014 .0034 .0052 . 091 o -.007 .030 
.0014 .0016 .0038 . 0052 . 091 o -.007 .030 
1------1-------1------1-------1-------1------1--------- -
.0018 .0026 .0064 .0085 .06 o -.008 .034 
.OOH .0023 .00il .0078 .08'1 -.1 -.007 .034 
.0010 . 0019 . 0060 .0084 .084 -. 1 -. 007 .034 
.0018 .0023 .0061 .0090 .084 -.1 -.007 .034 
.0018 .0026 .0056 .0093 .0 4 -.1 -.007 .034 
.0020 .001 .0055 .0071 . 086 o -.008 .034 
.0043 .005 .0068 . 0068 .095 -.007.015 
----------11-----1----1------------1------1-----
.0041 . 0015 .0050 .0053 .101 .9 -.007 .000 
.0038 .003 .0037 .0034 .103 .9 -.011 . 000 
.0015 .0020 .0041 .0053 . 086 o -.007 .040 
. 0015 .0013 .0028 . 0042 .092 o -.008 .032 
.0011 .0008 .0008 .OOU .100 -. 1 -.008 .028 
.0012 .0016 .0037 .0050 .0 6 o -.007 .040 
.0016 .0015 .0030 .00~0 .000 -. 1 -.009 .036 
1------- ------ -1-------1-------1--------1-----1------1-------1 
.0015 .0019 .0035 .0055 .092 -.1 -.00 .036 
------ -------~I--------------I-------I------I--------I-------I 
.0016 . 0013 . 0022 . 0033 .092 -. 1 -.009 .036 
.0014 .0013 .0025 .0036 .103 -. 1 -.008 .036 
.0012 . 0008 . 0008 . 0008 .092 -.1 -.008 .026 
1-------1------
.0012 .0010 . 0023 .0028 .095 - .1 -.008 . 03~ 
I Vullles are approximate aerodynamic-conler location in fractions of c" ahead Of wing Quarter-cbord point. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Momcnt about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel 
Designation Sym- to axis) Designation bol symbol 
LongitudinaL ____ X X Rolling _____ 
LateraL ________ y y Pitching ____ 
NormaL _________ Z Z yawing ____ 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
GI=qbS Gm= qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Linear 
Sym- Positive Dcsigna- Sym- (compo- Angular bol 
L 
M 
N 
direction tion bol nent along 
axis) 
Y~Z RoIL ____ q, u p 
Z~X Pitch ____ 9 v q 
X~Y yaw _____ 1 if! w r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), O. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
p/D, 
V', 
V., 
T, 
Q, 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient Gr = ~D( 
1m 
Torque, absolute coefficient OQ= 9 n.~ 
pn lor 
P, 
'TI, 
n, 
Power, absolute coefficient Op= ~nr. pn If 
Speed-power coefficient=-V ~~: 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, r.p.s. 
Effective helix angle=tan-{2:n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp.=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-Ib./sec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.h.=0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s.=2.2369 m.p.h. 
1 Ib.=0.4536 kg. 
1 kg=2.2046 lb. 
1 mi.=l,609.35 m=5,2S0 ft. 
1 m=3.2S0S ft. 

